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I understand what life was like
for children living during war.










I understand what evacuees
were.




I understand what the blitz
was.
I understand the importance
of shelters.





Declaration of War—Radio
broadcast.
What is history?

BBC video of life for children in
WWII.
Positives and negatives of living
during the 1930’s.
Definitions of key words from
WWII.
Investigate objects, e.g. suitcase,
label and gas mask.
Look at recounts of evacuees and
their experiences.
Experience the sounds and
events of the Blitz.
How did people survive?
Create shelters and research the
different types of shelters.




How did Britain survive the war?

I understand the term propaganda.



Investigate the importance of
using propaganda to influence
others.
Create own posters to help Britain survive.

I understand how WWII came to an end.






World Leaders.

I understand the term rationing.





Timeline of events.
Why did the war begin?











Create a ration book and investigate the quantity of food given to
a family.

Investigate the reasons for the end of the
war and the celebrations witnessed.

Term

Become an evacuee for the
day.

Skills

Key Concepts
I understand how WWII began.
I understand what the main
causes of WWII were.

Autumn

Amazing Activity

Use dates to order and place events on a timeline.
Address and sometime devise historically valid
questions about change, cause, similarity, difference and significance.
Construct informed responses that involve
thoughtful selection and organisation of relevant historical information.
Understand how our knowledge of the past is
contrasted from a range of sources.
Make confident use of a variety of sources for
independent research.
Understand that the type of information available depends on the period of time studied.
Evaluate the usefulness of a variety of
sources.
Provide an account of a historical event based
on more than one source.
Use evidence to support arguments.
Discuss lives of significant people and changes
and compare to lives of others in different periods.

Curriculum Links



Literacy Link: Researching using a range of
media such as internet and books.



Creative Writing Link:

Investigate the life of

Anne Frank and the Jewish link to the war.

What is the impact on our lives today?

“Nurture, Inspire, Succeed”

Key Vocabulary

